Known issues and release notes Pure

v4.25.3 - Released 26 September 2016

**Fixes**

This release has resolved the issue that for some publications the 'editor(s) responsible for this submission' are not shown.

Fix for former employees who didn't appear as supervisor or advisor to a dissertation in the University of Groningen research database (portal).

---

v4.25.2 - Released 16 August 2016

**Fixes**

This release has fixed and improved the affiliation information of authors for a publication in Pure when importing it from PubMed.

---

v4.25.0-3 - Released 21 July 2016

**Fixes**

This release has solved the WOS-error that appeared while saving a publication that had been imported from Web of Science.

---

v4.24.1 - Released 14 March 2016

**Fixes**

The functionality to (manually) add your ORCID number to your Pure profile has been restored.

---

v4.24.0 - Released 22 February 2016

**Fixes and features**

- **New online source:** Mendeley
  You can configure an automated search on Mendeley or search it manually in Pure. When you find a publication that’s yours you can easily import it in Pure.

- Automated search enabled for online source Espacenet. Now you can setup an automated search in Espacenet.

- **CV improvements.** Please look at the Pure user manual for further information.

- **ORCID number** can't be added to your Pure user profile (temporarily). Because of new functionality that enables synchronisation with ORCID, the manual way to add your ORCID number to Pure has disappeared now. In the next release (of March) we expect it back. And once the University of Groningen has a licence with ORCID (which is intended), we will offer you the functionality to synchronise with ORCID.

- **SEP output type** is not shown anymore to normal users (like you). As the SEP output type is not adding much information to you and you don't need to change it, it will be hidden now so it won't bother you.

**Portal changes**

- **Request a copy button**
  This request button is shown when a full text can not be openly shared with the entire world
(e.g. because it is still under embargo). It gives you an efficient way to request access (via the university library) to the original submitter of the full text, who can approve this access. This practice complies with most applicable policies as the submitter interacts directly with the requester on a case by case basis. Please note that the request a copy button might not show up yet in all cases where you would expect it. We are working to make it available in all cases as described above.

- For all full texts under embargo the **title and embargo end date are shown on the portal**
  These full texts were not visible at all, now you can see which full texts exist and when they will become publicly available
- **For each publication the persistent link and DOI are presented in a frame at the top-right of the window**
- **Filter option on Open Access status** added to the advanced search options (search in research database)
- Abstracts of case notes are just presented once on the portal (instead of twice, which was the case)
- The title of a Participation in Conference (activity) is just presented once on the portal (instead of twice, which was the case)

**v4.23.2 - released 11 January 2016**

**Fixes**
Fix for "SEP unit associations" error. Now this error has been solved, all users can change their own user profiles in Pure (just like before).

**v4.23.0 - changes regarding SEP as of 16 November 2015**

**Fixes**
Even though no release was involved, some things have changed in Pure as of 16 November, because we have activated the "SEP module". For more information please see "Changes regarding SEP (Standard Evaluation Protocol)".

**v4.22.2 - released 10 August 2015**

**Fixes**
Fix for internal server error
Adjustment to name sort order on the research database (portal). After this fix the researcher’s names are sorted alphabetically while using the format "Last name, First name + prefixes" (instead of "prefix + Last name, First name"). This is how we are used to search in the Netherlands. What remains is an issue on the researcher’s name presentation on the portal. This will be changed in the near future to the presentation format "Last name, First name + prefixes".

**v4.22.1 - released 13 July 2015**

**Features**
Please refer to the Pure manuals for information how to use the new or changed functionality. Find the manuals by clicking "Help and Support", in the lower right (when you have logged on to Pure).

Please note! Internet Explorer 8 will no longer be supported

**Option to hide statistics and graph of relations**
If you want to hide the Statistics tab and the graph of relations from your profile page, this is how
to:

- Edit your person profile in Pure -> top right of the window: click your user name, then click "Edit person profile"
- Add "hidden" to visibility statistics -> in the section Keywords: click "add visibility statistics", then click "hidden"
- Save your person profile -> at the bottom of the window, click "Save"

**New online import source for patents: Espacenet**

Please note that automated search in Espacenet is not possible yet, but is expected in the next release in August

**New/changed features for import from online source**

- In the search results window:
  - Search results can be sorted according to publication year, journal or title
  - The DOI is shown immediately in the search results window
  - A notification is shown in the search results window when a record has already been imported via another database
- In the import window:
  - You can modify author and affiliations directly from the Author matching window (before: separate windows for Author match and Affiliations)
  - The number of possible matches for an affiliation are shown
- In the metadata window:
  - See Open Access / full text improvements

**Open Access / full text improvements**

- Full text / the electronic version of your research output is marked with the Open Access icon in Pure (but not visible on the website, yet), if these conditions are met:
  - public access to the file is set to "open" (or embargoed with an embargo end date in the past)
  - document version is postprint or publisher version
- Full text / the electronic version of your research output can be added to Pure in three ways:
  - as a file (upload); see Pure manual
  - as a DOI
  - as a link

Please always upload the file as this is requested by the University of Groningen and add a DOI if possible

- The document version of the full text / electronic version of your research output is by default set to "no value" (instead of preprint)
- A publishing licence can be added to the full text / electronic version of your research output (by selecting it from a dropdown-box)

**New options for registration of meta data**

- Registering each publication step, e.g. option to enter the Submitted date, Accepted date and Publication date; see Pure manual
• Registering more details for impacts, e.g. evidence or level of impact

**Improvements to the report module**

• Faster dashboard. It will render faster and perform with fewer costly refreshes
• Simplified widget configuration: all configuration options are collected in a single popup that provides immediate feedback when you change the layout
• Selecting multiple person IDs in the report filter
• Reuse of groupings across content types

** Fixes**

Name sorting and presentation improvements

• Names with special characters are sorted correctly now
• Names with prefixes like "J. de Vries" will be presented in the Research Database under the first letter of the last name, which in this example is "V" (before this release it was presented under the "D").
  Still the issue with name presentation is not fixed completely, because "J. de Vries" will appear and be sorted as "de Vries, J." instead of "Vries, Jan de".

v4.21.3 - released 20 May 2015

** Fixes**

Export to NARCIS via NL-DIDL now available

Press clippings with status 'for approval' now shown on personal profile

v4.21.2-3 - released 28 April 2015

** Fixes**

Publications only related to external organisations (not-RUG) were not shown; after this fix they are.

v4.21.2-2 - released 16 April 2015

** Fixes**

Internal Server Error 500

Puresync problem; person fields that were unintentionally editable in the backend of Pure are now locked

BibTeX was previously misspelled

v4.21.1 – released 29 March 2015

** Features and fixes**

Tight integration of Advanced Pure Portal (APP) with personal profile page (MePa).

Introduction of the new person model

Improvements on the Advanced Pure Portal (APP).